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	The Tao of Chemistry and Life: A Scientific Journey, 9780195369632 (0195369637), Oxford University Press, 2009
As most writers will testify, writing a book entails a fair amount of hard work. It follows that one needs a reason for undertaking the task in the first place. The easiest motivation to understand for writing a book, and perhaps the most common one, is the desire for monetary reward. I do not know what inspired J. K. Rowling to write her amazingly successful series of books about Harry Potter and his friends at Hogwarts but if monetary reward was it, she has succeeded beyond the wildest dreams of most of us. My stated reason for reading about Harry Potter is the need to keep up with our grandchildren but the basic fact is that I really enjoyed the stories.



Aside from the pull of economic gravity, I think that a lot of people write books for other reasons. That is just as well since most books do not make their authors anywhere near enough money to compensate for the effort involved, let alone to live on. Some writers have insights that they want to share; others have political ends to satisfy; some write to satisfy their desire to make the world better (and some to make it worse); and a few would really like to see a book in print with their name on the cover.
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Proceedings of the WorkshopWorld Scientific Publishing, 2004


	The Workshop on Semigroups and Languages took place in November 2002

	at Center of Algebra of the University of Lisbon. It aimed at bringing together

	researchers in both areas to find out about recent results of common

	interest.





	Jorge Almeida (University of Porto, Portugal), John Fountain (University

	of York,...

		

Microsoft Hyper-V Cluster DesignPackt Publishing, 2013

	The world of virtualization continues to expand, and the reach of Microsoft's  Hyper-V hypervisor continues to expand with it. This book seeks to reach beyond  simple, single-host hypervisor deployment, and provide guidance on clustering hosts  together for redundancy, performance, and more thorough utilization of...


		

Programming the Mobile WebO'Reilly, 2013

	
		With the second edition of this popular book, you’ll learn how to build HTML5 and CSS3-based apps that access geolocation, accelerometer, multi-touch screens, offline storage, and other features in today’s smartphones, tablets, and feature phones. The market for mobile apps continues to evolve at a breakneck pace, and...






	

Practical Data Structures in C++John Wiley & Sons, 1993

	This book is about designing practical data structures. The practical orientation of this book is due, in no small part, to the fact that I was first trained as a mechanical engineer, and so my tendency is to design things from an engineering point of view, always balancing the ideals of theory with the reality of practice. The engineer in...


		

Juniper Networks Field Guide and ReferenceAddison Wesley, 2002
Juniper Networks® creates and deploys high-performance routing platforms used by many of the world's largest service providers. Written by the leading experts and technical writers at Juniper Networks, the Juniper Networks® Field Guide and Reference is the definitive practical guide and reference to Juniper...


		

Top 10 Madrid (Eyewitness Top 10 Travel Guides)DK Travel, 2010

	DK Eyewitness Top 10 Guides make any destination accessible by offering dozens of lists of the 10 best restaurants, bars, neighborhoods, hotels, attractions, and much more. With insider tips for every visitor, the Top 10 series offers inside knowledge, and now contains a pull-out map and guide that includes fold-out maps of city metro...
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